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Special Corporate Overview Scrutiny Committee  

Action - Briefing Note January 2020 

 
 
Background 
On Thursday 26th September 2020 the annual Health & Safety report for 2018/2019 was 
presented to members of Corporate Overview Scrutiny Committee.  
 
Action 
A Member referred to paragraph 2.7 and asked if it would be possible for the number of employee 

accidents/incidents to be broken down with more detail provided, e.g. violence / aggression toward 

staff. 

Response 
An exercise has been undertaken to collate all the recorded incidents of violence and aggression 
towards staff that occurred during 2018/19 and these have been separated in to two appendices 
as follows:  

 Appendix 1 – Details all the incidents of violence and aggression towards non-school based 
employees. 

 

 Appendix 2 – Details all the incidents of violence and aggression towards school based 
employees 

 
All personal data has been removed in order to comply with GDPR regulations. 
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Appendix 1 – Violence & Aggression against non-school based employees 2018/19 
 

Date Job Title Premises 

 
Incident 

 
14-May-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst assisting resident with personal care he hit out at her 

scramming her left arm and drawing blood. 

15-May-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton A resident became agitated, physically and verbally 
aggressive towards four staff members and a lady resident.  
He raised his fists and run at her and thumped her in the left 
breast. 

23-May-18 Escort Transport   On the bus going to Ebbw Vale 

03-Jul-18 Night Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst carrying out personal care on a client the female client 
become disgruntled and punched her hard in the left breast.  
Her colleague was unable to prevent this happening as the 
client was also bending her fingers back. 

21-Jul-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst making a cup of tea for a resident he tried to grab the 
kettle, because she wouldn't let him he started punching her 
in the chest and arm and was swearing at her. 

17-Aug-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton She offered E.S personal care, he got angry and started 
shouting at staff.  He ran at her and punched her in the 
stomach, walked away and without warning ran back at her 
and punched her again. 

18-Aug-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton He came into conservatory asking for sister in law.  He got 
violent and punched her in the back.  As she got up he 
kicked her in the leg and walked off to his room swearing. 

26-Aug-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst administering personal care a service user lashed out 
and caught wrist area with nails causing a scratch. 

27-Aug-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Took a cup of tea of a service user and placed it on worktop.  
Because it wasn’t done straight away they punched me in 
the back and winded me. 

10-Sep-18 Community Support 
Worker 

Augusta House Attack by a service user.  Neck and right arm affected. 

14-Sep-18 Night Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton A male resident entered the lounge and barged with his 
elbow and forearm into my lower back ribs winding me.  It 
was unexpected and purely unprovoked. 

16-Sep-18 Night Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst assisting a service user to wash he punched the care 
assistant's upper arm leaving a red mark 

16-Sep-18 Night Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst helping service user he brought his arm up and 
elbowed the care assistant in the shoulder and then slapped 
her arm. 

26-Sep-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton While helping service user he elbowed the care assistant in 
her ribs causing a red mark. 

26-Sep-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton While removing the shoes of a service user he kicked out 
and caught the care assistant in the left breast. 

10-Oct-18 CSW Bert Denning Approached service user to stop her hitting herself and calm 
her down and she grabbed the staff’s left wrist digging her 
nails in causing a scram, breaking the skin and causing a 
bruise. 
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Date Job Title Premises 

 
Incident 

 
10-Oct-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton While assisting a resident in the toilet they hit out and 

scrammed the care assistant on the right arm in 5 places. 

16-Oct-18 Night Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst assisting with personal care a resident slapped the 
care assistant hard across the left side of the face and ear. 

21-Oct-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst assisting a service user into bed they lashed out 
scramming the care assistant's arm leaving 3 raised marks. 

23-Oct-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst helping a resident with personal care they suddenly 
became agitated and elbowed the care assistant in the chest 
causing a red, sore area and taking her breath away. 

20-Nov-18 Night Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst assisting to change a resident's incontinence pad, the 
resident suddenly raised his knee and caught the assistant in 
the right breast causing discomfort which lasted some time. 

21-Nov-18 Care Worker Cwrt Mytton Resident punched Care Assistant in the face and grabbed 
her left arm causing a bruise. 

01-Dec-18 Care Assistant   In the foyer a resident in wheelchair asked to go back up, he 
mumbled and hit my arm twice.  Another member of staff 
tried to reason with him but to no avail. 

22-Dec-18 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Walked up corridor on Bluebell Suite a resident came 
charging behind and as I turned around he grabbed my right 
wrist and twisted it around.  I said what are you doing?".  He 
said "I don’t want any meals on wheels". 

03-Jan-19 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Asked a male resident if I could check if he was due 
medication, he was shouting NO NO NO, turned to leave 
and he grabbed my right forearm and began twisting it. 

18-Jan-19 Night Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst seeing to residents toileting pad and changing it, she 
kicked me full force in my left knee. 

23-Jan-19 Residential service 
operator 

Augusta House Red area on neck, broken Glasses.  Client off baseline hit 
out towards myself by grabbing me by the throat and 
stopping me then grabbed my glasses snapped and twisted 
them. 

25-Jan-19 Nigh Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Whilst assisting a resident, he grabbed my wrist with some 
force leaving nail marks on my wrist breaking the skin. 

26-Feb-19 Day Support Worker Vision House Pushed by service user into the handrail which resulted in 
bruised and lump to back. 

12-Mar-19 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton When I was giving a resident her tablets, she grabbed hold 
of my hand and dug her nails in breaking the skin.  I had 
three scratches to the hand. 

 
15-Mar-19 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton A resident hit me in the right eye whilst I was assisting him to 

clean his bottom. He was lying on his left side towards me 
and hit out at me whilst I was helping him to prevent him 
falling off the bed. No further concerns at present. 

17-Mar-19 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Assisting a resident to have a wash, when washing faeces 
from her leg, she got very upset and angry and punched me 
in the face. Had small red mark on face. 
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Date Job Title Premises 

 
Incident 

 
29-Mar-19 Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Giving a resident's personal care, he charged at me with 

zimmer trapping me between toilet & sink. He grabbed my 
both wrists tightly, shouting at me. Only released me once I 
called to colleague to help. 

30-Mar-19 Night Care Assistant Cwrt Mytton Assisting a resident's personal care, he stood up, pushed his 
zimmer into my legs, then came forward pushing me into 
wall with force, left arm and shoulder taking full impact. Later 
he also tried to kick me in face when putting his incontinence 
pants on, I moved in time 
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Appendix 2 – Violence & Aggression against school based employees 2018/19 
 

Date Job Title School Incident 

16-Apr-18 Teaching Assistant Pen y Cwm School 
A pupil dug their nails into her right hand and broke the 
skin.  This caused cuts and bruises. 

20-Apr-18 Nursery Nurse 
Willowtown Primary 
School 

A child was hitting another when I went to help and the 
child hit out several times.  We fell to the floor in the 
shower room. 

25-Apr-18 Additional Practitioner Glanhowy Primary 
On the way back to the classroom from the canteen a 
pupil bit her on the arm and pinched her chest.  No skin 
was broken on her arm. 

02-May-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Whilst in the calming room a pupil was kicking out and 
punching.  The TA held up her hand to protect herself 
when the pupil hit her little finger with his foot.  It made a 
clicking noise at the time, later it started to swell and 
bruise. 

02-May-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Whilst in the calming room a child kicked her in the face 
and punched her in the cheek.  Continued with calming 
strategies but the child continued to be violent 
throughout the afternoon. 

04-May-18 
Learning Support 
Assistant 

Ystruth Primary 
A pupil was sitting a maths test and became frustrated 
that he could not answer a question.  He punched 
upwards and backwards catching her in the eye. 

08-May-18 Teacher Pen y Cwm School 
Pupil punched her with force in the right arm when she 
took the iPad away to change the settings on it. 

08-May-18 Teacher 
Willowtown Primary 
School 

A pupil in her class (who is being supported for ongoing 
emotional and behavioural issues) threw a pencil case 
with considerable force.  The pencil case struck her on 
the right cheek bone just under her right eye. 

16-May-18 Teacher 
ALC - Secondary 
Campus 

A teacher had to restrain a pupil who could have hurt 
himself and others. 

16-May-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A pupil became agitated in class when asked to get 
ready for home.  He ran to the toilet, banging doors.  
Back in class be began throwing pencils, chairs and 
proceeded to throw a scissors at her.  He hit her on the 
during this incident. 

16-May-18 Supply Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A child hit her with his fist in the side 

18-May-18 Supply Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Asked a pupil to stop hitting a child.   The child picked up 
a chair and threw it at her with force.  The chair hit her 
on the toe and knee.  The chair almost hit another child. 

18-May-18 Nursery Nurse 
Willowtown Primary 
School 

A child kicked her elbow removing skin 

21-May-18 Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Tried to prevent a child hitting two other children by 
stepping in between when the child punched me in the 
breast and kicked me in the leg.  Used caring "C"s to 
remove child from the classroom to calm down. 

22-May-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A child threw two spades at her and then went to bite 
her but she removed her arm before it happened.  The 
child ran into the corridor she went to find the child and 
he began to hit her on the right arm and side. 

23-May-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A child had a chair above his head with the intention to 
throw it.  Asked the child to put the chair down, 
attempted to follow his behaviour plan when he began 
pushing and hitting her and then threw board rubbers at 
her. 

23-May-18 Teaching Assistant Pen y Cwm School 

A pupil punched her in the right breast and the right 
hand side of her groin. Pupil then elbowed her in the 
right side and spat in her face. 
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Date Job Title School Incident 

05-Jun-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A pupil was asked to leave the room and began lashing 
out.  Another member of class was asked to help when 
he started to move furniture.  He began to kick out at her 
legs. 

06-Jun-18 Supply Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A pupil refused to sit on carpet and began to sit on other 
children and hit them.  He hit me directly in the chest 
with a clenched fist. 

07-Jun-18 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Whilst taking a chair off a pupil he pushed it hard into 
her bending her fingers of her left hand back resulting in 
the middle finger being dislocated. 

12-Jun-18 Supply Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A pupil hit her in the arm and side several times with 
force.  He also kicked her legs.  He attempted to spit by 
blowing bubbles at her. 

12-Jun-18 Lunchtime Supervisor 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A pupil began hitting another child.  She told him to stop 
but he then hit her on the arm. 

12-Jun-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A pupil started throwing lunch boxes and ruck sacks at 
her and a colleague.  He ran and punched her in arm 
and kicked her in leg.  He then ran at the TA and started 
punching her.  They used caring C's to hold him. 

12-Jun-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A pupil started throwing lunch boxes at her and then 
kicked her in the leg and punched another member of 
staff.  He then started spitting at her and throwing balls 
at her. 

12-Jun-18 Teaching Assistant 
Ebbw Fawr 3-16 
Primary 

A pupil was sat on her lap and she said to him that "we 
need kind hands in nursery" when he swore at her and 
then threw his head back and head buttered her in the 
face.  She attended hospital where they said she had 
concussion and sickness. 

18-Jun-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Whilst in the calming room a child showed very 
aggressive behaviour towards myself and another 
member of staff by punching and kicking continuously.  
Although we tried all calming strategies child's behaviour 
continued to escalate and became more violent. 

18-Jun-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Punched in the arm three times by a pupil and then had 
a large toy spider thrown at her face with full force. 

18-Jun-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A child head butted her chin.  Whilst in calming room 
child continually punched and kicked her aggressively. 
Child was throwing items with force at her and other 
members of staff. 

21-Jun-18 HL Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Asked a pupil to sit on her carpet spot like other children 
she refused and started pushing all the children on the 
carpet and hitting them.  She then started to slap her 
and pushed her in the chest area and punched her in the 
stomach. 

21-Jun-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A child was hitting another child when she asked him to 
stop doing it he kicked her and said he was going to kill 
her and her baby. 

 

26-Jun-18 Teacher Pen y Cwm School 

A pupil was upset and ran outside and banged his head 
on the floor.  She gave him a pillow and offered her hand 
to encourage him to use the calm zone.  He took her 
hand but turned and pulled her hard, hurting her back in 
the process. 

 

03-Jul-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Secondary 
Campus 

Whilst splitting up a fight the TA's little finger on her left 
hand got hurt. 

09-Jul-18 Teaching Assistant Pen y Cwm School 

Pupil was guided to his chair to sit and he refused and 
hit out.  Pupil had a firm hold of her upper arm.  Her skin 
was broken and bleeding, bruising occurred instantly. 
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Date Job Title School Incident 

09-Jul-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A child threw a chair and it landed on the TA's foot 
causing swelling and bruising.  Also hit head and wrist. 

10-Jul-18 Teacher Pen y Cwm School 

Pupil was asked to sit down whilst on the school mini 
bus.  Pupil pinched and scratched teacher on the arms.  
The skin was broken and bleeding and bruising of both 
arms occurred.  Teach Teach techniques were used. 

10-Jul-18 Teaching Assistant Pen y Cwm School 
Pupil went out on school trip with class staff.  He 
grabbed her arm causing scratches and bruises to an 
already bruised arm from the day before. 

12-Jul-18 Supply Teacher 
Ebbw Fawr 3-16 
Secondary 

He cut his index finger on right hand on a student's bag 
strap whilst attempting to separate two pupils who were 
fighting. 

12-Jul-18 Teaching Assistant 
Willowtown Primary 
School 

A pupil squeezed her hand and hurt it.  Broken hand and 
attended hospital. 

16-Jul-18 Teaching Assistant Ystruth Primary 

A pupil was upset after being told he had to turn the 
IPad down, he threw a chair at the TA.  I took him to a 
quiet place to calm down where he continuously kicked 
my right leg. 

18-Jul-18 Teaching Assistant 
Willowtown Primary 
School 

Children were asked not to go beyond a set boundary, 
when I approached a pupil to ask him to come back over 
he said "do you want me to punch you in the face" and 
as I turned he punched my head. 

21-Jul-18 Headteacher Glanhowy Primary 

A pupil's mother attended the school premises for a 
meeting but she spoke to the teacher in an 
argumentative and aggressive manner making her feel 
threatened and intimidated. 

10-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A pupil kicked, punched and spat at me when 
encouraging him out of the toilet. 

12-Sep-18 Additional Practitioner Glanhowy Primary 
Sat behind pupil on carpet to support him when he threw 
his head back into the TA's chest and winded her.  He 
also grabbed her ear and pulled her earring out. 

17-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

A pupil became aggressive in assembly and began 
hurting other children.  He was ushered to the side of the 
hall and began kicking, punching and spitting at the TA. 
She was punched/kicked in the arms, legs and body. 

17-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Staff took pupil to the quiet room to calm down after 
attacking children in the school hall.  During this time he 
regularly punched and kicked 3 members of staff. 

 

18-Sep-18 Additional Practitioner Glanhowy Primary 

Sat behind pupil to support him on carpet but he slid 
down to a lying position.  The TA supported him to sit 
back up but he threw back his head which hit her in the 
jaw. 

 

18-Sep-18 Teacher Ystruth Primary 
A pupil was escorted to the cloud room but bit me on the 
left arm causing bruising.  An ice pack was applied. 

19-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Child kicked leg with force. 

19-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Child kicked leg with the back of his heel with great 
force. 

24-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil was kicking and punching at staff who were trying 
to calm him down. 

24-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Thumped and kicked by pupil whilst trying to calm him 
down. 

24-Sep-18 Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Whilst helping a pupil with their maths, the pupil lashed 
out punching the teacher in the arm and punching 
another child. 

25-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil tripped the TA over and kicked her in the shin 
whilst trying to remove him from classroom to calm him 
down. 
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Date Job Title School Incident 

26-Sep-18 Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil ran out of class after being disruptive and 
aggressive.  He ran through the double doors and when 
he couldn’t get back through he kicked the teacher  in 
the shin. 

28-Sep-18 Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil raised a chair to throw at the children in class.  
When the teacher put herself between the chair and the 
children the pupil punched her twice on the arm. 

28-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Whilst escorting a disruptive, aggressive child to the time 
out room the pupil was kicking and spitting at the TA and 
other members of staff. 

28-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil ran towards main gate, realised he couldn’t escape 
he came back to the yard but refused to come back into 
the building.  Took pupil to time out room where he was 
hitting out and spitting at staff and thumped the TA 
several times. 

28-Sep-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Called to help with a pupil who was hurting staff and 
children in a classroom.  Whilst removing the pupil he 
kicked and hit out at the TA. 

01-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Pupil was climbing over tables and windows, when he 
was brought down for his safety he bit the TA's left 
forearm. 

01-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Child wasn't in a good mood and lashed out causing 
cut/scram to right arm. 

02-Oct-18 Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil misbehaving on yard, shouting and sticking out his 
tongue at teacher.  Pupil charged towards the teacher 
attempting to kick her legs but she managed to shield 
her legs with a rucksack. 

02-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
Willowtown Primary 
School 

A pupil was having a melt down kicking, punching and 
pulled on my wrist and twisted it. 

03-Oct-18 Additional Practitioner Glanhowy Primary 
Whilst escorting a pupil from one classroom to the next 
he threw himself to the floor. As staff member tried to 
make him stand he bit her left hand leaving teeth marks. 

03-Oct-18 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Two pupils were fighting and as the teacher stepped 
between them she was hit by force in the knee with a 
chair. 

 

04-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil was misbehaving and running around classroom.  
He was removed to the time out room where he 
repeatedly hit, kicked and spat at TA. 

04-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil was very agitated and kicking, hitting and punching 
out whilst being restrained to calm him down. 

04-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Whilst trying to calm an agitated pupil, the pupil kept 
kicking and punching hurting the TA's leg and arm. 

09-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Pupil was in a temper and bit the TA. 

10-Oct-18 Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil punched and kicked out at staff and children 

11-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A child bit the TA on the right hand during a physical 
intervention. 

15-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Whilst removing a child to safety using agreed strategies 
the TA was punched and kicked a number of times on 
various parts of the body.  One kick was particularly hard 
in the chest. 

15-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil was in toilets kicking the cubicle walls and shouting 
at the children.  He was removed to the quiet room 
where he repeatedly kicked and thumped until Mum 
arrived. 

 

15-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Whilst removing a child from the toilets to a place of 
safety they were punching and kicking at the TA. 
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Date Job Title School Incident 

15-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Pupil was running around and punching at the TA then 
caught him unaware and kicked him in the genitals 

17-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant Pen Y Cwm School 
Agitated pupil was pulling hair and attempting to scratch 
and bite arms of staff whilst being calmed.  He bit staff 
member’s arm. 

17-Oct-18 LSA 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A pupil was being aggressive.  The TA stood at the door 
to stop him leaving the hall but the pupil scrammed the 
staff member’s arms and attempted to grab his genitals. 

17-Oct-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Pupil was in an aggressive mood and hitting out.  As the 
TA re-directed one of the pupils punches they hit the TA 
in the left eye with the other hand. 

19-Oct-18 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

While escorting a pupil they turned their head and bit the 
TA's left thumb. 

24-Oct-18 Teacher Pen Y Cwm School 
Child was agitated in class.  Teacher and TA trying to 
calm him down when child started biting and scratching.  
Staff member was bitten on the left hand. 

05-Nov-18 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A pupil bit the TA on the right hand after he was 
escorted from assembly for misbehaving. 

06-Nov-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

The TA was trying to separate two boys who were 
wrestling when one of them bit him on the right hand 
causing a cut. 

14-Nov-18 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

The teacher was stopping two pupils from fighting and 
one of the pupils trapped her hand against the wall. 

15-Nov-18 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

The teacher was walking with a pupil to calm him down 
when they stabbed him in the finger with a pencil, kicked 
him twice in the genitals and bit his thumb 

 

15-Nov-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

The TA was walking with a pupil to calm him down when 
they kicked him twice in the genitals. 

26-Nov-18 LSA 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A pupil's behaviour was very aggressive and violent.  He 
constantly attacked both the TA and the teacher.  He 
drove his knee into the TA's lower left leg with great 
force causing bruising and swelling. 

28-Nov-18 LSA 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A pupil became violent during lesson and attempted to 
attack another pupil.  Whilst trying to remove the pupil 
from the classroom with another TA he hit the TA in the 
face with a calculator causing bruising, swelling and a 
cut lip. 

12-Dec-18 Teacher Glyncoed Primary 

A pupil refused to change after concert. Got angry, 
punched teacher in stomach and kicked her in shins. 
Following this threw chairs around class, other pupils 
removed for own safety. 

13-Dec-18 LSA 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Whilst assisting other staff in removing a violent child's 
shoes, the child kicked the TA in the face. 

13-Dec-18 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A pupil kicked me in genitals whilst being restrained. He 
also grabbed a chair and picked it up and swung it 
around and caught me on the hip. 

 

17-Dec-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Lower back bruise 5cm-9cm. A pupil aggressively 
charged at me hitting me into the door handle.  Injured 
lower back on left side. 

 

18-Dec-18 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A pupil was very aggressive first thing this morning.  The 
pupil caught me by surprise and punched me in the 
genitals.  This happened again at 2.50 because he was 
escorted off the bus. 

18-Dec-18 LSA 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A pupil assaulted me several times by scratching my 
arms with his long dirty fingernails. 

20-Dec-18 LSA 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Swelling and pain in lower leg. When being restrained 
the pupil violently kicked me in lower right leg. 
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Date Job Title School Incident 

29-Dec-18 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

A pupil was trying to bite the teacher under restraint.  
The teacher attempted to stop him and he bit the 
teacher on the right hand finger. 

09-Jan-19 Teacher 
ALC - Tillery St 
Campus 

Pupil scrammed hand and arm, punched several times 
to chest area, concerning as previously had breast 
cancer. Arm became swollen and cramping pains in 
breast which was very painful 

17-Jan-19 Teaching Assistant Pen Y Cwm School 
A pupil was hitting out. He dug nails into arm, and was 
kicking out. Scratch to left side of neck and scratches on 
arm. 

21-Jan-19 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Secondary 

A pupil was being dangerous in the classroom with 
rulers and was acting irrational. To stop him being a 
danger I went to put him in a single elbow hold, and due 
to me being on my own he pulled with such a force he 
broke my finger. 

22-Jan-19 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Pupil Deliberately kicked door which hit me on my left 
side of face/head. Caused immediate bruising. 

24-Jan-19 Teaching Assistant Pen Y Cwm School 
Whilst assisting a pupil he pushed the TA down resulting 
in injury.  The TA hit her back on the door. 

30-Jan-19 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Cuts to hands from child digging in nails, Bruising to 
arms from being hit. 

30-Jan-19 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Secondary 

Cuts to hands, bruising to lip. Child dug in nails and 
punched face. 

04-Feb-19 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Bruise to chest and knee. Escorting pupil and he kicked 
kneecap with force and head butt to right breast. 

04-Feb-19 
Head of Primary 
Campus 

The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Called to help with verbally and physically aggressive 
pupil. Alongside JM escorted pupil down corridor, pupil 
went to ground and made myself and JM tilt to the side. 
Ibuprofen taken, and seen by chiropractor for treatment. 

04-Feb-19 Head Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Secondary 

A pupil was very aggressive towards his Mum, starting 
to throw objects at her. I held his hands down and told 
Mum to leave, he then punched me to the right side of 
face. Attended Gwent 1 week later, told needed 
operation to put right. 

07-Feb-19 Teaching Assistant Glyncoed Primary 
Whilst pupil was agitated, he tied a skipping rope around 
back of TA’s knees pulling tight and creating a burn. 

12-Feb-19 Teaching Assistant 
St Illtyds Primary 
School 

A pupil repeatedly kicking ankles and shins. I have gout 
in my right ankle so its caused quite severe pain. 

15-Feb-19 Teaching Assistant 
St Illtyds Primary 
School 

Kicked at the bottom of left leg causing left ankle to swell 

22-Feb-19 Teaching Assistant Glyncoed Primary 
Pupil lashed out when TA was assisting him down from 
window sill he climbed on. Scram to right arm. Wound 
cleaned and present after a few days. 

04-Mar-19 Teaching Assistant Pen y Cwm School 
A pupil bit through the sleeve of TA's hoodie and 
wouldn’t let go. Class teacher used team teach strategy 
to release bite hold. Lump and bruise formed quickly. 

04-Mar-19 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Scratches and small cuts to arms.  Whilst escorting a 
pupil to his bus at the end of the day he became violent 
and scrammed both my arms with his fingernails. 

04-Mar-19 Teaching assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Spat in face and mouth, scratches to hands. The pupil 
was aggressive, physical intervention was used. Whilst 
in hold, tried to make conversation with the pupil when 
he spat in my face. 

12-Mar-19 
Teaching 
assistant/midday 
supervisor 

Pen Y Cwm School 
A pupil was stood next to TA when on the computer. The 
pupil bite the TA's arm. 

12-Mar-19 Teaching Assistant Pen Y Cwm School 

A pupil jumped from his chair, ran around classroom 
then punched TA in face and tried pushing her to the 
floor. Another TA was able to encourage him away. He 
then grabbed her wrist when walking away and tried 
pulling her into the sensory room. 
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12-Mar-19 Dinner Lady 
St Illtyds Primary 
School 

A pupil was playing with a small rugby ball, hitting 
children. When myself and another dinner lady tried to 
take it off him, he bit my hand. 

18-Mar-19 Teacher 
The River Centre 3-16 
Secondary 

A pupil used a sharp object which he had made and cut 
my arm. Incident reported to police (log 318 18/03/19) 

25-Mar-19 Teaching assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Bite to chest, scratches to both hands. The pupil 
became aggressive during Maths and attacked staff. 
The bite caused swelling and bruising. 

25-Mar-19 Teaching Assistant 
The River Centre 3-16 
Primary 

Cuts to wrist, bruise to left breast.  The pupil dug his 
nails into wrist and pinched, grabbed and dug nails into 
breast. 

 


